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Publisher's Note
Racing According
to Plan

Dan Plan
You may have thought I was going to talk about former
drivers in this column based on the headline, but we’re
going to talk about something completely different.
The Legend cars have been a popular form of racing in the
area for some years now. I’ve always enjoyed the show put
on by the Legend drivers. In our area of the country, we’ve
been able to see young drivers advance their careers
through the Legends and veteran drivers hop into a car and
show the youngsters they still know how to get around the
track. Sometimes this leads to inexperienced drivers making
mistakes, and other times it leads to great side-by-side
racing. In a nutshell, the Legend cars are no different than
any other form of oval track racing. They just might sound
a little different. If we could develop an exhaust system to
make these little rockets sound like a rumbling V-8, some
people might have a different perception of this type of
race car, but that’s a story for another day.

The Legends
of the Sport
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Earlier this year, Charlotte Motor Speedway announced
they would host an event for the Legend cars featuring a
$1million purse; simply unheard of prize money for this
class of car. Prior to the big show in Charlotte, many drivers
travelled to Raceway Park in Shakopee for their chance to
qualify for the season ending event, The Legend Nationals.
Local driver Ryan Johnson took home the top prize, but it
was no easy task. Johnson worked his way to the front
past several strong cars to take the lead. Kim Kraus and
Tim Brockhouse put on a great battle for the fans, and may
have had something for Johnson. Unfortunately, contact
between the two forced Krause to the rear of the field and
Brockhouse off the track on the wrecker. Check out the
awesome photo sequence from Martin DeFries in our
Thrills and Spills section in this issue. Brockhouse would
leave later in the week to compete in the Legend Million,
picking up a heat win along the way. Say what you will
about the Legend cars, but they can put on a good show,
and also get to race for some big bucks these days.
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Misc. News and Notes
We recently ran into Kevin Nevalainen of NASCAR at
Cedar Lake Speedway. Kevin was in the middle of his own
tour of tracks in the area and it’s always great to talk to
somebody from NASCAR HQ. It’s good to see NASCAR
put forth the effort to have people such as Kevin visit the
tracks they sanction. I must also point out the Kevin
Ramsel from the ASA sanctioning body has also been
visiting a number of the ASA member tracks in his role as
well. I think it is great to see these two sanctioning bodies
show an interest in their short track weekly shows and take
the effort to have a representative visit their tracks.

The Midwest Racing Connection is published ten
times during the summer racing season by The Plan
Company, Inc. All material is copyrighted 2010 and
may not be reprinted without permission.
Subscriptions are $20 for ten issues and are mailed
out first class. Call 651-451-4036.

While on our roadtrip through Wisconsin earlier this
month, one of our conversations centered around drivers
we haven’t seen around the track in a few years. One of the
drivers mentioned was Thad Sunsdal. While we may not
have seen Thad around the oval tracks in recent years, he’s
still involved in racing. We recently ran into Thad at the
BMX track in Faribault, MN. Thad’s son Cole is just
starting out his BMX career and Thad was working as one
of the infield volunteers. Who knows, maybe a few years
down the road we’ll see Cole trade in his two-wheeled
peddle racer for
one with a motor
and four wheels.

Martin DeFries photo
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I also had the
opportunity to
attend one night
of AMSOIL Dirt
Nationals at Elko
Speedway. We
made it out for
the USMTS
night. It was cool
to see Kenny
Schrader running
his dirt Modified.
He may have had
something for
Tommy Meyer if
Mother Nature
had not made an
appearance.
Despite the
rainout, it was

Cover photos by: Martin DeFries and Vince
Peterson
Member of the NMPA
National Motorsports Press Association

neat to see Schrader make an appearance in this area.
Check out Stan Meisssner's The Inside Dirt column in this
issue for all of the othe action during the Dirt Nationals.
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The Racing Geek

Las Vegas Speedways, seems determined to move a date from the
northeastern mile track to his track located in Las Vegas. That’s
his purgative, and honestly, I don’t think it’s that bad of an idea
as I will explain later.
Now that that’s out of the way, let’s start figuring out the
remaining pieces to the puzzle.
Obviously, Daytona, the birthplace of NASCAR, is going to keep
both of its dates. This isn’t negotiable. The same can be said for
Bristol, Martinsville, Richmond, Charlotte, Talladega, and Texas.
Each of these fine facilities currently has two races, and all will
continue to do so going forward. I don’t think there’s a NASCAR
fan out there who will complain about this.
Meaning Pocono, Phoenix, Dover, Atlanta, and as noted above,
Fontana and New Hampshire, will each be seeing one of their two
races go elsewhere. It may not be fair, but because of a variety of
factors — attendance issues, market over saturation, track
amenities, and safety concerns — this is something that needs to
be done. Just a hunch, but I don’t think that there’s going to be
many fans weeping because the series only stops in Phoenix once
a year.

by Jordan Bianchi
Let’s say you own an older home that you built years ago. When
you constructed your home it made sense at the time. Everything
looked as you wanted it. It was the perfect home for its time.
Over the years, age and other factors have taken its toll on your
onetime dream home. No matter how many times you patch, fix
and attempt to repair your home, the moment has come to face
reality. It may be time to tear it down and rebuild it.
Image that the current Sprint Cup schedule is that home that
NASCAR built years ago. When they put the schedule in place it
made perfect sense. But over the years, NASCAR has expanded
its fan base and outgrown tracks that once were viewed as having
a permanent place on the schedule. In doing so it’s become
apparent that no matter how many small home repairs NASCAR
makes — giving two dates to Fontana and Texas, taking a date
away from Darlington, and completely removing Rockingham
from the schedule altogether — the time is come to blow things
up, call in the bulldozers and completely remake the schedule.
With persistent rumors that NASCAR appears close to awarding
a second race to Kansas at the expense of Auto Club Speedway,
and with Bruton Smith making waves about shifting a date away
from New Hampshire and moving it to Las Vegas, now seems as
good as time as any to take the current Sprint Cup schedule and
completely remake into something that going forward, makes
sense for everyone involved.
As we attempt to piece together the puzzle, know that the
schedule will stay at 36 races. No more, no less. Even though in
the big picture, cutting back the schedule to a more manageable
30-32 races would be a good thing in what has become an
oversaturated NASCAR market. But reducing the schedule by a
couple of races isn’t an option with existing television contracts
in place that require 36 Sprint Cup races each season. That
doesn’t mean that every track currently hosting a Sprint Cup race
will continue to have multiple races a year. I’m looking squarely
at you Pocono.
Before we go forward and start re-piecing the puzzle, we first
must determine the pieces to the puzzle are. There are 36 races on
22 different tracks. With 14 tracks having two stops each season;
a number that needs to be changed as we look to make the
schedule more diverse with a larger variety of tracks hosting
events.
Before we get too much further, we must acknowledge that
according to reports, is all but a done deal. First, one of Auto
Club Speedway’s two dates will be shifted to Kansas Speedway,
giving this facility two dates. Although I don’t necessarily agree
with Kansas having two stops, given that Sprint, which spends
millions upon millions to promote NASCAR’s premiere series, is
located in Kansas, I’ll conceded this point; begrudgingly.
Secondly, Bruton Smith, who owns both New Hampshire and
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As you’re reading this I can see it right now, you’re asking
yourself if the schedule isn’t going to be condensed where are
these races going to be moved to? Allow me to explain. There are
very few fans out there who like watching races at Pocono. The
races are too long, the cars get too strung-out, and as we
witnessed this year with Kasey Kahne’s violent crash on the
backstretch, the track has some serious safety concerns. Knowing
this and knowing that fans love short track racing, and that the
current schedule has too few races on tracks less than a mile in
length, we’ve giving a date to the gem in the middle of a cornfield,
Iowa Speedway.
The facilities at Iowa Speedway are topnotch. The track itself
produces great side-by-side racing. Yes, granted the Midwest
market might be oversaturated, but the track deserves the chance
to show it can host North America’s top racing series. As the
Nationwide and Truck Series’ have shown, fans have no problem
packing the stands despite the presence of nearby Kansas and
Chicagoland Speedways.
For years, NASCAR has wanted to expand its brand across the
border, as witness to the annual pilgrimage the Nationwide Series
takes each year to Montreal. In response the fans up there have
responded accordingly and have come out in droves.
It’s time to take the Sprint Cup Series to the Great White North
add Montreal to the Sprint Cup schedule. We’re doing so at the
expense of Dover. By doing this, it will allow us to have a road
course in the Chase for the Sprint, something both fans and
drivers have been clamoring for since the inception of the Chase.
With California losing a date, it wouldn’t be the worst idea in the
world to visit Southern California more than once a year. This
time however, we won’t be doing so by having a race on a boring,
two-mile track with little-to-no passing. Instead, we’re taking
Phoenix’s second race and moving it to perhaps the best short
track in the country. Irwindale Speedway, get ready because
you’re moving up to the big-time.
As for Kentucky, not much explanation is needed. It’s is just a
matter of when and not if, Bruton Smith tires of seeing Atlanta’s
grandstand half-empty, and brings Kentucky Speedway its long
awaited Sprint Cup race. Now that we know what the pieces to
the puzzle look like, let’s now go about putting the said puzzle
together.
Since the first green-fag flew in 1959, the Daytona 500 has
always been held in February. I’m not going to mess with a
tradition as sacred as this, and risk having the ghost of Bill France
haunt me for the rest of my life. Plus, having the biggest stockcar
race in the world kickoff your season isn’t a terrible thing. After
Daytona, it’s important for NASCAR to capitalize on the
momentum generated from the Daytona 500. Thus, Auto Club
Speedway (Fontana) located just outside of Los Angeles, will
continue to keep its date following Daytona. Also keeping its
place on the schedule will be Las Vegas, which has been the third
race on the schedule for over 10 years now. After a trip to Sin
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City, the schedule will continue to look as it does now with stops
in subsequent order at Atlanta, Bristol, Martinsville, Phoenix and
Texas. We’re going to move up Talladega so that it follows Texas,
and after that it’s a stop at Richmond, just like the schedule is
now.
After Richmond comes the first big change as the tour makes its
inaugural stop at Kentucky Speedway, which takes over the
Atlanta Labor Day date. But because having a race at Kentucky
on Labor Day weekend appeals to no one living outside of
Kentucky, we’re moving this race to the spring. Following
Kentucky, it’s another new race, this time a spring stop at
Kansas Speedway, the first of their two races. Then on to
Charlotte for the All-Star Race and the Coca-Cola 600 on its
traditional Memorial Day weekend.
Next, instead of traveling to Dover like the series traditionally has
done following Charlotte, it’s a trip to the Midwest and a return
to some good ol’ fashioned short track racing, this time at Iowa
Speedway. After Iowa, exactly like the schedule sets up now, it
will be consecutive races at Michigan, Infineon, New Hampshire,
Daytona (Fourth of July weekend) and Chicagoland.
After a week off, the schedule takes us out west to California as
we visit Irwindale Speedway for the first time. I don’t know
about you, but I love short track racing and I think the more
tracks under a mile on the schedule the better. Plus, the racing will
be good, which should help breathe some life back into the sagging
television ratings.
Then the series heads to Pocono to make it’s now one visit to the
triangular-shaped track. Next, the Sprint Cup Series travels north
to the beautiful Circuit Gilles Villeneuve road course for what will
be the first Sprint Cup points race outside the United States since
1958, when the series raced at the 1/3 mile Canadian National
Exhibition Stadium track. After taking a road trip to Montreal, the
schedule falls into a repeated pattern as we travel to Michigan and
Bristol.
Coming up on Labor Day weekend, we’re not going to Atlanta as
we’ve gone to the last few years. Instead we’re taking a trip back
to the historic days of NASCAR, for one of the most prestigious
NASCAR races on the schedule; the Southern 500.
I’ve stated it numerous times, but it bears repeating; this race
should never have been moved off of Labor Day weekend. The
time has come to right a wrong and admit it was a flawed decision
to do so. With The Lady in Black restored to her proper place on
the schedule, the 26-race regular season will come to an end the
following week at Richmond, just as it does now.
Since the Chase for the Sprint Cup was created prior to the 2004
season, it’s always kicked off at New Hampshire Speedway.
While it’s a fine track that’s attracted good crowds; we’re looking
for a bigger race to jumpstart the 10 most important races of the
season. With the Daytona 500, the Coca-Cola 600, and the
Southern 500 locked into their traditional places on the calendar,
there’s only one candidate who can bring the appropriate amount
of media coverage to the start of the Chase: Indianapolis Motor
Speedway. Without question, having The Brickyard 400 be the
first race in the Chase would give the Chase an even bigger feel
than it has now. Hopefully, the momentum generated by moving
the Brickyard from its customary late-July, early-August date
would resonate throughout the remaining nine Chase races.
Next is a change that fans and drivers have been asking for awhile.
For the first-time ever a road course will play a deciding role in
who is crowned champion. With Watkins Glen being the site of
Chase race No. 2. Having Watkins Glen in late-September is also
a nod at the track’s history, as the Formula One series used to
make their annual trek to upstate New York each fall. With two
Chase races down, the next six tracks on the schedule are races
we’re accustomed to seeing as Dover, Kansas, Charlotte,
Martinsville, Talladega and Texas keep the dates they have now.
Besides the tracks who’ve lost a date in this reshuffling, the one
track who will have some major gripes with my proposed
schedule is Homestead-Miami Speedway.
When NASCAR did a makeover on the schedule in 2002,
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The Inside Dirt

Stan Meissner
Temporary dirt tracks can be a challenge and up until last
season nothing like this had ever been tried in our area.
The Elko Dirt Nationals debuted in 2009 as a four day event
and was expanded to three weekends this year. The first
two weekends included two nights each of UMSS Sprint
Car racing with the final weekend to be headlined by the
Interstate Racing Association. The Dirt Nationals was
preceded by a NASCAR driver appearance on Thursday
July 8. The headliner the first weekend was the Corn Belt
Clash Late Models with the USMTS Modifieds taking top
billing the second weekend. I thought overall that the
UMSS put on the best races with the exception of their July
9 Feature contested on a track that was too rough for Sprint
Car racing. Sprints are the lightest fastest
machines that run on dirt and have a more
difficult time on a rough track than Late
Models and Modfieds which are 1,000
pounds heavier and slower. The UMSS
requires that open 360 motors run injector
sleeves in order to limit horsepower but even
with those limitations they still got around
Elko faster than the Corn Belt Late Models
and USMTS Modifieds.

were not a factor by the second night. As a matter of fact
by the second weekend the track was comparable to any
long established dirt track which is a good sign for the IRA
when they invade the facility for two nights on July 23 and
24. Johnson had plenty to be proud of beating some
strong cars and difficult track conditions on this first night.
Due to the rough conditions the UMSS Feature was
plagued by cautions and had to be shortened to 16 of the
20 scheduled laps.
The second evening saw 25 UMSS Sprint Cars sign in with
several taken out the first night on account of crashed,
mechanical issues and some competitors opting to go
elsewhere. Jerry Richert Jr. won his first race of the season
after having tough luck early this year in both his 360 and
410 cars. Richert was followed across the line by Chris
Graf, Johnny Parsons III who has had some strong runs

Car counts for the UMSS started at a record
29 on night one, dropped to 25 on night two,
23 on night three and 17 on the final night.
Some of this attrition could be attributed to
contaminated fuel that was put into an
emptied racing gas tank. Methanol as used
in racing engines must be pure but
apparently some racing gas remained in the
bottom of an emptied tank and contaminated
the methanol resulting in engine problems in
the Sprint ranks. The UMSS ended up
bringing in their own fuel for the final night
which resolved the problem for teams that
needed to purchase fuel at the track.
Bill Johnson, who races out of Mankato,
came out on top of the largest UMSS field to
date on July 9 driving an ex Jac Haudenshild
car. Bill’s win came on the remnants of a rough track that
caused several local Late Model teams to opt out of the
CBC series event after participating in the Thursday night
program. According to the people I talked to the reason for
the rough track was a downpour earlier in the week that hit
while the dirt was being laid down. The soaking caused
soft spots that would not pack properly. The Dirt
Nationals crew did a fantastic job of resolving the problem
bringing things around to the point where track conditions
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this season and Brandon Allen, who led the UMSS points
for a brief time. UMSS Rookie of the Year points leader
Andy Jones had a strong run with a fifth place finish. Al
Gilbertson is another driver who has been fast this season.
Al led most of the race but got together with another car
sending his Sprinter airborne and ending his evening.
There were several incidents on the first weekend with the
most spectacular being Tony Kaus’ frontstretch flip that
destroyed his car on Friday night. In spite of several bone
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jarring flips the only injury of the weekend occurred during
the Gilbertson flip when Al’s car got into the cockpit of
Bruce Allen’s #55 machine. Bruce was able to drive
through the wreck and pull off the track but whatever got
into his car broke Bruce’s wrist. I want to wish Bruce a
speedy recovery and hopefully he can get back out racing
with the UMSS soon.
The second weekend of UMSS racing was a story of two
drivers. One was former Eagle (Nebraska) Raceway Sprint
Car Rookie of the Year and UMSS points leader Brad
Barickman, the other the 2009 UMSS Rookie of the Year
Cody Hahn. On Friday July 16 Hahn followed Barickman
the entire distance closing the gap late in the race giving
him his best UMSS performance to date. On the final
Saturday of Dirt Nationals UMSS racing the 17 Sprints in
attendance peeled off 20 non-stop laps of action with no
cautions. This time Cody Hahn was
chased by Brad Barickman for most of
the race until the transplanted Nebraska
veteran used the lapped car of Ron
Erickson to his advantage. Barickman
got around Hahn on lap 17 to take the
win giving him a sweep of the weekend
and solidifying his UMSS points lead. In
the only high flying action of the final
night Jenni Eriksen was christened a true
Sprint Car driver by her fellow
competitors. Eriksen got up over a wheel
exiting turn two sending her car into a
series of quick barrel rolls which Jenni
says was her first flip since she began
racing. The flipping car was stopped
abruptly by the concrete wall which put
a deep dent in the roll cage but did its
job and protected Jenni from injury.
Jennifer plans to build a new car and
resume racing when the UMSS heads up
to North Central Speedway for the
rescheduled Kouba Memorial on
Saturday July 24. With severe weather
approaching officials were able to run off
the entire 20 lap Sprint Car Feature and
all but the final eight laps of the USMTS
Feature which included a visiting Ken
Scrhrader who finished second behind
winner Tommy Meyer.
Sandwiched in between the four nights of UMSS action
was a trip to Cedar Lake on Sunday July 11 for the annual
appearance of the World of Outlaws Sprint Cars. This was
another evening that was plagued by two periods of heavy
rain prior to race time. The weather moving into the area

continued on page 10
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Auto Racing Facts,
Observances and
Opinions

Dale P. Danielski
The Red, White and Blue State Championship Series has
held a great amount of prestige for stock car racers for
many years and much to our delight is still going strong
today being held at the same venue as always the ½ mile
paved Wisconsin International Raceway of Kaukauna. We
had a chance to catch the “White” race there this past
Thursday but more on that after we give you a bit of a
RWB history lesson.
The first RWB Series began in 1972 and boasted of an
$18,260 total purse pay-out for the 3 events. Feature event
lengths for the three races were scheduled to be 50, 75 and
100 laps respectively. The series aimed to pit North Eastern
Wisconsin drivers, many who raced almost exclusively on
dirt tracks in the area, against Central Wisconsin’s best
along with those competing in the southern part of the
state. It did just that as the “Red” race opener saw 52 cars
sign in to do battle representing Wisconsin, Illinois and
Minnesota. To no one’s surprise, Dick Trickle raced to the
50 lap main event win edging John Rank at the checkered
flag. Marv Marzofka, Joe Shear, Tom Reffner, Bob Wawak,
Jim Sauter, John Ziegler, Steve Arndt and Dave Watson
rounded out the top 10 finishers. 7,832 sun baked fans
watched the event which officially ushered in the “Pony

Car” revolution as Camaros, Mustangs, and Challengers
with shorter wheel bases were becoming the preferred
choice of race car over the full sized machines that circled
tracks for so many years. It also marked the beginning of
the end of the United States Auto Club stock car events at
the track as rules, expense and lack of local driver
participation forced the hand of promoters into choosing a
more weekly racer friendly series of events. The new
concept definitely worked and the rest is history as they
say. And, by the way, for Trickle on the day it was already
his 28th feature event win of the 1972 season. He as is well
documented would go on to victory 67 times in main event
competition during the year which established a record that
remains today.
Steve Holzhausen was on the trailing edge of the heyday of
racing in the 1970s and ‘80s as many of us call it, but he
carved out his own winning niche in the sport during the
next era of short track racing in the Midwest. Having won
at the local level, in ARTGO and ASA, one championship
Holzhausen has wanted to win, was the Red, White and
Blue State Championship Series. After capturing the 75 lap
White race here tonight he is in good position to do just
that. Holzhausen after setting 2nd fast time on the evening,
bided his time in the feature finally taking the top spot from
Terry Baldry on the 57th lap and holding off Tim Rothe who
made a late race charge for the victory. The win for
Holzhausen was no cakewalk however as some heavy
hitters were on hand in attempts of taking home the top
prize. Ross Kenseth, Bryan Reffner and Eugene Gregorich
Jr., to name a few but it was Bangor, Wisconsin native
Holzhausen thwarting all attempts in the end. Having been
a number of years since we last visited the WIR track for a
RWB race it’s good to see there is still a nice mix of
competitors from different parts of the state competing. The
series does not appear to have lost it’s following either as
over 3,000 fans were on hand to view the action. As was
the case years ago, they don’t leave either until the last
checkered flag is waved as the grandstands were plenty full
right up to the end of the Figure 8 race, the last event of the
night. There’s good reason for that as action is aplenty
during that race with cars scattering all over and some
getting a piece of each other at the intersection. An
attraction many years ago and still one today. The figure 8
event wasn’t the only attraction though as Limited Late
Models, Super Stocks, Sport Trucks and 4 cylinder cars
were also all competing on the night’s card. Actually, there
was plenty to see and no shortage of excitement in all
divisions. All in all a very enjoyable Thursday night at
WIR. It’s great to see that racing here in the Fox Valley is
alive and well and that
the Red White and
Blue Championship
Series is still a very
popular venue.

Steve Holzhausen in one of two Pete Kempf owned cars he’s racing in 2010
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On our way to
Kaukauna, we caught
up to Jim Randerson
of RanderCar Chassis
at his shop which is
little more than a
stones throw from
WIR. Jim is still at it
after purchasing the
business in 1991 from
well known builder of
the day Mike
Randerson.
According to Jim, he
got into the business
because, “I liked
racing ever since I
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Dale's Picture from the past

Dick Trickle in 1972 with his 427 cubic inch
engine 1970 Ford Mustang.
was a kid. I chose racing over joining the Boy Scouts as
that just wasn’t it for me if you know what I mean.” As for
the state of short track racing today; “The good old days
aren’t coming back. But I believe that short track racing is
in the beginning stages of making a comeback. NASCAR
tempted the young guys with a chance to make it big in
racing with them, but it got so expensive and so many
didn’t make it, that I think you’re seeing people get
involved again at the short track level in a division they can
afford to have fun again. It’s a family thing for them again
instead of a waiting game to see if they get noticed for a
driver development deal and can move on into the top tiers
of NASCAR racing.” And according to Randerson he sees
drivers getting into the sport at the lower levels like in 4
cylinder divisions. “The thrill of going fast and winning is
still there but the new drivers getting into the sport aren’t
necessarily looking at it as a step to reach the top. It’s not
guys (and girls) spending their last hard earned penny on
the race car instead of putting shoes on their kids to get
noticed and move up to NASCAR or some other big money
division. They’re doing it because they enjoy it. It’s a
family outing for them. And, if they get a chance and get
better they can perpetuate it into moving into other
divisions of racing. The good thing about it is once they
get involved they bring a following of co-workers, family
and friends out to the race track to watch them which is
good for the sport.” Of course myself and Jim Randerson
being of age to remember racing in days gone by recall how
huge the following was at tracks 5-6 days of the week for
the statewide contingent of racers. “Back in those days
fans followed the racers from here. They really didn’t have
that much interest in NASCAR then since it wasn’t nearly
the attraction it is today. The drivers they followed were
from the garage down the road, that’s why they went to the
races, to watch their local heroes compete. I really think we
are getting back to that kind of racing at the short track
level.” Certainly there is no shame for a driver to race and
reach goals and be content with accomplishments achieved
at this level. In Randerson’s words, “Don’t you think when
Terry Baldry looks behind after all is said and done and
sees 11 championships that he won’t be proud? You bet he
will!” Cool stuff from someone who’s nearly as old as me
and still gets a thrill at the local short track!
Here and there…Steve Holzhausen leads the RWB point
standings going into the Blue race August 19th with 145
and is closely followed by Terry Baldry, 133, and Lowell
Bennett with 121…The 1972 “White” race 75 lap feature
resulted in another win for Trickle as he bested Jim Sauter,
Marv Marzofka, Joe Shear, Tom Reffner, Jim Back, Lyle
Nabbefeldt, Rich Davis, Lee Schuler and Rich Somers. The
“Patriotic Polack” Denny Sobkowiak of La Crosse, WI.,

continued on page 14
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Going in
Circles

By Charlie Spry
Friday July 9th was a beautiful night for racing at
Columbus. With so many other tracks running specials
this weekend, both car count and fan attendance suffered
somewhat, however. There were a few late model drivers
making their first appearances of the year, as Steve
Schlosser, Bill Retallick, and Dale Weatherwax all came out
for the first time. Steve had been waiting for his engine to
get finished, and reported that his car had plenty of
power, he just needed to fine tune both it and himself after
the layoff. As for the driving part, he looked good, as did
Retallick, as they ran side by side in their heat race which
was one of the best races of the night. Bill Retallick is a
veteran of many, many years, and it’s great to have him
back as well as the others. Dale’s car is painted his
traditional bright green color, and can’t be missed.
Steve Dobbratz pulled in just in time for late model timing,
yanked the car off the trailer, and with no hot laps,
proceeded to turn in fast time for the evening. Obviously,
the car is set up perfect before it hits the track. “Saves gas
when I don’t hot lap” laughed Dobie. Scotty Ollerman won
his third feature of the season, but had his hands full with
Jim Tate Jr., who made him work extra hard to make the
pass. Tate took home second place after inching out Dobie
for the spot. Nick Wendt snuck up at the end and recorded
a close fourth. The late model racing at this track has been
very exciting this year.
Another rather exciting race was the Backup division
feature, with several different drivers tasting the lead before
George Wachuta took the lead on the last lap from Andy
Ward Jr. This race is usually the last event of the night,
and if you leave before this event, I urge you to stay and
watch. They put on a very good show. Bret Schmidt took
the lead from polesitter Dan Gosda and ran off to the
feature win in the sportsman division, while Dustin Ward
won the hobby stock feature after the apparent winner was
DQ’d. Will Rece won the Bandit feature.
Jake “The Snake” Wasserburger was back out for the first
time in many weeks, sporting a new body and a fresh paint
job on his car. crew chief and Dad, John said, “We are
running at the Dells tomorrow night and have the Dells
setup in it. Not sure how we will do. We had a lot of work
to do on the car and had to fix a lot. We have other things
going on and just didn’t have the time to get it all done
before now.” They also had to take some time to pull the
motor and had to have an inspection plug installed in it, as
per rules at another track. Jake finished the feature in fifth,
and it would be good to see him running weekly here again.
Saturday night at Jefferson brought us the “summer
rumble” event, with double features for all divisions. A
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nice field of cars were on hand, including some new cars, as
Alex Papini made his first start of the year here, as well as
Joe Wendorf, Dave Edwards, and Greg Bowers in the late
models. Veteran Gary Krueger was also on hand driving
one of Bruce Lee’s cars. A veteran of asphalt late models
for many years, Gary has been driving a dirt modified on
occasion for the past couple of years. Chad “Squirt”
Stevens was also present for the second time this year. A
driver who has turned many laps here in both late models
and sportsman cars, he knows the track well. Dennis
Schmidt has also been out now for a couple of weeks.
Paul Radavich is new to the late model ranks here, but has
much experience. Paul started racing in about 1995 at
tracks in Michigan and Ohio, where he lived at the time.
Moving to the Fond Du Lac, Wisconsin area in 2004, he ran
a super late model at Norway, Michigan for a few years,
coming within a whisker of the track title in 2007. His
Wife’s Father (Fred Gignac) raced for many years at
Norway and other area tracks, so it was kind of natural for
Paul to race there as well. However, the long distance
driving got to be a bit of a chore, and now Paul has decided
to switch the super late over to a limited and try his hand at
Jefferson, which is much closer to home. His experience
shows, as he is a smooth and smart driver, showing in his
ability to avoid wrecks and other maladies that befell many.
Dylan Schulyler kind of got a little reward for a race he was
sort of “owed,” as a few weeks ago he dropped out on lap
58 of a 60 lap feature while leading. Tonight, he had no
problem winning the first feature in convincing fashion,
although misfortune struck again in the second feature
when he was involved in a crash. Steve Dobbratz won the
second feature, but it was Casey Johnson who won the
overall, with his second and fourth place feature finishes.
Several Rockford cars showed up in the sportsman
division, adding to their numbers. It was Jay Kalbus who
won the overall title, however, this on the strength of his
second and first place feature finishes. The International
division had the closest finish for overall winner, as Mark
English edged out Mike Lambert for the overall title. Both
had strong finishes in the features, with English winning
out by a reported one point. Mark is getting his new car
tuned just right for another run at the point title, while
Lambert has done likewise. No doubt in the hobby stocks,
as Jim Tate Jr. swept both features, and the same goes for
the Road Warrior division, with Bill Reynolds doing
likewise. The Bandit overall title went to Will Rece, who
also won the feature on Friday night at Columbus. The
show was a marathon, with a rain delay not helping matters
at all. I would guess that if this show is run next year, it
might see a different format, such as single features in each
division or something similar. It was just too much to do in
one night. I think it was about 1:10 A.M. when I got to the
truck.

good luck this year, look out. The heat race winners in the
late models were a pair of veterans, Bill Retallick and
Jerry Eckhardt. I believe that both started racing back in
the early to mid-1960’s. Eckhardt has raced continuous
since that time I believe, while Retallick has taken a few
years off, but it is quite an accomplishment and great to
have people with so much experience racing here. Close to
100 years of racing experience? The sportsman feature was
also very competitive, even though there were few cars.
Kevin Anderson had all he could do to hold off the
charging Phil Denikas, but he did it. This was another race
that featured plenty of side-by-side racing without
wrecking. Devon Dixon won the Bandit feature, while
Dustin Ward won the hobby stock main event. John Von
Allmen won his second backup feature of the
season, jumping out to an early lead and never
relinquishing it. Missing once again was veteran late model
racer Dean Schultz. I was told that Dean now has the motor
back together in his car, but has been called away to
Canada for work. Work pays the bills, and that takes
precedent.
Good to see Scott Johnson present. Scott raced his Son’s
(Brandon) Bandit car last week, racing the heat and then
parking the car up by the ambulance. Brandon then raced
the car during the feature as Scott said that he wasn’t
feeling well. After the feature the ambulance was called to
their pit, as Scott was not well. “I don’t remember anything
after the race,” Said Scott. “I knew something was wrong,
then Brandon took one look and called the ambulance
over. They took me to the hospital and checked me over,
then they determined that I have blockage in two arteries
and need a couple of stents put in. That will be this week,
then I should be good as new. I just tried to do too much.”
Best wishes for Scott in his recovery and I hope to see him
back at the track soon and feeling better.
Saturday night at Jefferson brought us hot and humid
weather, with some hot tempers as well. Everyone takes a
beating in the extreme heat. The hot weather suited late
model racer Alex Papini just fine, however. In only his
second night of racing here this year, the young driver took
control of the feature at the start, then had to suffer
through multiple cautions to take the win in the fifty lap
feature, for his first career late model main event victory

Columbus 151 had some great feature races on the
following Friday. Nick Wendt took the win in the late
models after a side by side battle with Steve Schlosser, who
was only out for the second time this season. A great run
by both drivers and the win was accomplished with an
outside pass and good, clean racing, just like you want to
see. For Wendt, this was only his second career late model
feature win here, with the first being back in 2005. Al
Weishoff made a return tonight after two weeks off, waiting
for engine parts. He won his heat race and was making
progress in the feature when he was on the receiving end
of a crash which tore his fender off. Al has had zero luck
this year, yet still manages to bring the car back every time
looking like nothing ever happened. If he ever gets some
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Rock and Race

Paul Pittman
Well, the long planned trip to Jim Falls (WI) from
downtown Chicago met with somewhat moist results,
again. I guess in the greater scheme of things, we should
all be thankful that the show was scrubbed early enough
for everyone who did make the trek to salvage their
weekend, but it still sucks! Anyway, I was still tired as hell
from our show the night before in Downtown Chicago, so I
was not about to let a few raindrops (which later turned
into a full scale tornado warning) get in the way of myself
and a few drinks. That being said, Steve Sinclair was nearly
as bummed out about his sixth rainout already as I was
eager to sit down with more than a few drinks. Thanks
Steve. I also met up with longtime friend Justin Zoch of
Flat Out fame, so we were able to take care of the whole
catching up thing in pretty decent fashion. See, sometimes
even the most depressing things have a way of turning out
positive. IT STILL SUCKED!
Now it was time to get down to some business. So what
does a writer and race fanatic write about with the lack of
race engines in the background? Easy; at least for me. You
see, I also have the privilege to know a hell of a wrench
from a period in our racing history that helped form the
sport and bring it to the point it is now. He is a quiet kind
of gentleman who would much rather let his cars do his
talking for him, and believe me they have. He is the type of
character that can stand back and listen to a conversation
and take it for what it’s worth without even so much as
injecting yet another opinion in a world where everyone
has something to say about everything, whether they know
what they are talking about or not. Figure out who this guy
is yet? His name is Ken Coleman and he was Russ
Laursen’s mechanic in his I.M.C.A. heyday. In fact, Russ
and Ken were notorious for their innovative thinking and
success in a sport that was growing around them despite
their best efforts to keep farming the dirt.
In case you are wondering about that last comment, it is a
fond memory that Ken spoke about concerning just one of
his long list of past friends and competitors, Scratch
Daniels. The story goes, as Ken puts it, “We pulled into
the track to the dirt track at New Brighton (MN) and
everyone had their new champ cars. We had this sweet
little coupe that we built and when we pulled in, Scratch
came over, sat in the car, got out, kicked it and then asked
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me why us dirt farmers always had to come here with your
homemade shit and make us look like hell.” With that, you
can catch the slight twinkle in Ken’s eye as the smile
cracks. Yeah, that is the kind of guy he is. Talk is cheap.
Let the work prove the point. That point being the fact that
between Ken and Russ, they were quite possibly one of the
most successful duos in I.M.C.A. racing. Doubting me?
Here is just one of many “Did You Know” facts that might
make you dig into the archives. Check the records:
Between 1955 to 1970, Russ (with Ken at his side), placed
eleventh overall in I.M.C.A. winnings despite competing in
less than half of the sanctioned I.M.C.A. races for that
period.

and it was a blacktop race. It was a 100 lap race and as
usual, Russ started in the back. Well, toward the end, Russ
was running real good. He had lapped everyone but 2nd
place, which just happened to be that very same car
involved in the Chippewa Falls story.” You define irony.
Not all of Ken’s stories involved victory lane though.
Some are just pride and memories. Ken elaborates on Russ’
first ever race on blacktop, which was at the Little 500.
“The week before the race, we showed up for qualifying
and thought we were way out of it. There were all these
new cars and just so many and here we were with this
home-made dirt car. We ended up qualifying 2nd. Then we
talked to some teams and they told us what to expect and
also that we needed a relief driver. So we contacted Danny
Prziborowski, a blacktop late model driver from Shakopee
and Elko. We hired him to help and that week, fitted the car
to him and that included drilling a hole and pulling an
eyebolt on the helmets so we could hook them to the
chassis. We did pretty good. Russ was in lapped traffic
right off the back and ended up getting caught in an
accident. We brought the car in while they kept racing,
fixed the front end and went back out. Russ was running
good but eventually, just wore out. So we brought him in
and switched drivers. Now Danny was a late model driver
and had never even driven a sprint car. So he went out and
nearly climbed the wall in the very first turn, but he
gathered it up and kept going. He did that three times but
then got the hang of her. Then he really started going
good but another wreck in lapped traffic took the side of
the car right off. It even took the spark plugs right off the
motor. We were done.” Again, the smile…
Not everyone knew who Russ Laursen was though, despite
his success. A lot of that was due to the quiet nature of
both driver and mechanic. (Cue another flashback story)
“We went to Wausau (WI) for an I.M.C.A. show. All the
big guys were there; the top ten in points and anyone who
was anyone. Well, Russ and I took our sons (Steve and

Russ was a champion driver. Ken was a championship
caliber mechanic. Ken built the cars for many of Russ’
campaigns and for many years, Russ was the man to beat at
the Rice Lake Speedway. “It was almost automatic,” Ken
states almost sheepishly. “When we went to Rice Lake,
they had a handicap system so the fast timer started in the
back, so every week; it seemed we would have to start in
the back of our heat race and then the feature. They paid
for both back then. It paid $340 for both back then, and we
won a lot of them. In fact, at one point, Russ held the track
records at seven different venues in Ken’s cars. What is
the big deal you ask? “We always built our cars out of the
junkyard,” Ken explained. “We never really had the top of
the line equipment. I worked on every part of the car and
the motor too. Neither of us would make a decision on the
car though ourselves. We made those together. We talked
to each other all the time and could talk about those things
well. That way, there was no one to blame either. We
usually got it right though.” Again, Ken cracks a smile and
explains the financial theory of their racing operation so I
knew this was going to be good. “Every one of our cars
had their own checkbook. They paid their own way and
they paid us. Then at the end of the year we would sell it.
One year, we had a few crashes but got the car fixed and
Rock and Race continued
kept going. Well, at the end of that year, we
sold it and when we figured it out, we ended
Ken Coleman smiles for the camera
up $13 in the black”.
Another drink and another story was soon
drawn out of the quiet one. This particular
one is a story certainly worthy of any racing
sanction at any level. Luckily, it is ours.
“Frank Wagner (Rhodes Plumbing) had a car
he bought from AJ Foyt. Well, the boys
(Scratch Daniels and Jerry Richert) couldn’t
make the car work and finally, Frank took it
down to Indy to have it worked on. While
there, Jerry found a new Grant King car that
they had to have, and talked the car owner
into. So Russ called me up and asked me if I
had another year in me. We got the car from
Frank, took it home and rebuilt it, then took it
to the Wisconsin State Fair in Chippewa Falls.
Russ had the track record there and then Jerry
went out and broke Russ’ record in that Grant
King car. Well, the crowd was all over them
because they were big Russ Laursen fans and
we were local. So Russ takes that car that
Jerry had passed on and set another record,
breaking Jerry’s record. The crowd went
crazy, except for Jerry and Scratch.” Yeah, by
the way, Russ won that race too. Then to add
insult to injury, Ken continues the story of
this car and it gets better. “The year before,
Russ and I went to the Minnesota State Fair
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The Lady and
the Track

The Inside Dirt from page 6

Molly Vadnais
Molly is using her "skip-a-turn" option since we made
her submit a column during the July 4th weekend.

Rock and Race from page 9
Brian) to their first ever race. No one knew who Russ was,
including the announcer. So the boys were sitting in the
grandstand behind the announcer and kept whooping and
hollering for Russ. Finally, the announcer had enough and
the boys educated him as to who Russ was and who they
were. Before the night was over, they had the entire
grandstand cheering for Russ. And he won that race too”.
Eventually, the homemade cars would go their way. “We
raced in Canada and Russ was offered a newer CRE Champ
car. Those new cars had some really nice suspension and
equipment. Well, we never had any of this stuff so we said
sure. We took the car to New Brighton and won that race.”
That was enough to convince them. They took the car
back to the shop where Ken made the needed changes to
the new car on the suspension to free it up for Russ. “The
car owner then told us that he has us entered for some
races in Florida, so we went. That is what we did. We had
a horrible time with motors though. We kept blowing them
up so much that Jim Franklin (Franklin Rear Ends) ended up

was taken into consideration while preparing
the track and it paid off because the racing
program started without much of a delay and
the track was tacky and fast. 23 World of
Outlaws Sprint Cars were on hand with the car
of Sam Hafertepe Jr. scratching for the evening
due to motor problems. Craig Dollansky
captured the Cedar Lake win in front of friends
and family. I had an opportunity to chat with
Craig prior to the races and the first thing he
asked me about was the UMSS. Some of you
may not know this but Craig made his Sprint
Car debut in the early 80’s at the Centuria
Speedway which is known today as Kopellah.
Craig’s father Bill had been driving for another
car owner and had parked his own car so Craig
talked his dad into letting him drive. According
to Craig “I was trying to follow my dad during
hot laps and ended up going off the end of the
track and hopping up the bank and ended up in
the parking lot:”. As a driver who does double
duty as a promoter Dollansky understands that
in order for the World of Outlaws to be
successful there has to be series such as the
UMSS around the country where drivers can
hone their racing skills.
In the next issue of MRC I will be covering the
IRA at the Dirt Nationals, the Kouba Memorial
at North Central and UMSS appearances at
Kopellah on July 30 and Arlington on July 31.
We’ll see you at the Sprint Car races!

giving us the keys to his shop so we could work on the
motors.”
As the evening drew down, you could see the pride in Ken
on the reliving of these memories. After parting ways, I
was asked if I was told other exploits, which obviously I
was not. Which also means that the quiet wrench from the
small town of Cameron (WI) still has a multitude of stories
still locked up, just waiting for someone to talk to him
about. As for me, I really felt good about the privilege of
sitting down and talking to him about those memories. It

really felt good seeing his smiles. Knowing his prowess,
you know that it did not come by accident. It came the old
fashioned way. It was hard work and determination that
helped forge the relationship into one of the most
successful racing partnerships in history, and I am very
glad to be able to relate Ken‘s experiences to you. As for
the rain, I guess it just depends on how you choose to look
at life’s opportunities.

Midwest Karting Association
www.mkaracing.com
Come check us out. Affordable racing, family oriented.
Located at Menards General Office in Eau Claire, WI
Check out our website for race day details:
www.mkaracing.com
Thank you

Pit Passes Just $4
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Upcoming Race Dates
July 31
Aug 1
Aug 14
Aug 15

Regular Race
Regular Race
Ice Cream Social
Regular Race
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The Official Word
Rob Grezesk

Position: Head Technical Inspector at Cedar Lake Speedway, Kopellah
Speedway and Jim Falls Speedway.
Favorite Food: All food.
Item you enjoy most about your weekend job: The interaction with the people at
the track.
Most memorable moment: Oh boy, probably when Cedar Lake Speedway called
me to start working here.
Most forgettable moment: I forgot it. I don’t know what to tell you on that one.

Going in Circles from page 8
here. Alex was obviously especially happy, as after
winning he put on a most impressive show of donuts and
smoke, all the way from the frontstretch to turn two. Alex’s
Dad is the late Al Papini, who won many features here and
also won track championships here in 1996 and 1997, as
well as the Wisconsin State Championships in 1997. It
obviously meant a great deal for Alex to get the feature win
here, and I’m sure his Dad is looking down proudly. Alex
has had the reputation of overagressiveness, hot tempered
and more, but the fact of the matter is, on this night he
drove very clean, looked fast, kept his cool under pressure,
and did it all the right way. A very deserved victory. Doug
Hahn got up to Papini’s bumper at the end, but had to
settle for second, while Chris Quam also drove a great race
to finish third. Dylan Schuyler did the same to take fourth.
The track was a mess, as earlier in the evening a couple of
cars dumped a great deal of liquid on the track, and coupled
with the very humid conditions, driving on it was a chore.
Congrats to those who kept calm in the hot temps and
control of their cars. Tory Adams was out for the first time
this year in the late model ranks, but ran only his heat
before calling it a night. Mike Heelein made his first
showing of the year in the sportsman division. Tim Bristol

was out for the first time this year in the Bandit class. Tim
said that he raced up until the mid point of last year, then
basically parked the car for several reasons. Now, he had
the itch to race again, so he put in some work on the car
and got it ready. He won his heat and finished third in the
feature behind winner Ron Nelson Jr., who was behind the
wheel of the Jim Lorang car, and Keaton Hubred. The
sportsman feature was a close one, and might have been
won by Kody Hubred, who had a big lead late in the race.
A caution bunched the field and put Chico Riedner on his
bumper. Chico made the pass and brought Mark Deporter
along with his El Camino, relegating Hubred to third, in a
race that I’m sure he feels woulda, coulda, shoulda. Steven
Sauer drove to an impressive win in the hobby stock
feature, leaving no doubt. The field in this division
was smaller than normal tonight. The International feature
went to Stephen Scheel, and the Road Warrior feature was
taken by Bill Reynolds. Bandit division rookie Adam
Faherty is probably sporting the “rookie sore
neck” Sunday in lieu of the traditional “rookie stripe.” He
was continually rammed in the back by another competitor
during a heat race, which culminated in both cars going
into the infield. I’ve been the victim of this, and yes, your
neck is sore the next day.

Coming in the next issue of

USA Nationals Preview

AIRPORT SERVICE - CALL 24 HOURS
*Time Calls - Appointments

DISCOUNT TAXI
FOR TRANSPORTATION
Toll Free 1-888-240-8294

612-723-5500
www.discounttaxiracing.com
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Photo Gallery

Midwest Modified winner Mark Gibson
Vince Peterson photo

Sportsmen winner Matt Inglett
Mary Schill photo

Legend Regional Qualifer Winner Ryan Johnson
Martin DeFries photo
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Hobby Stock winner Jeremy Wolff
Martin DeFries photo

Cory Jankowski and Sklyar Holzhausen battle for position
Jeff Blaser photo

World of Outlaws Late Model winner Jimmy Mars
Ken Johnson photo
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Late Model winner J. Herbst
Mary Schill photo

Slinger Nationals winner Lowell Bennet battles with Rowdy Busch
Doug Hornickel photo

Figure-8 winner John Lebens
Martin DeFries photo

Sportsmen winner Tuffy Myer
Jeff Blaser photo

World of Outlaws Sprint Car winner Craig Dollansky
Stan Meissner photo

Modified winner "Rapid" Ron Schriener
Vince Peterson photo
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Chad Mahder

In The Drivers Seat
Chad Mahder is a second generation driver that is off to great start in the 2010 season, picking up multiple wins at Cedar Lake Speedway, Deer Creek
Speedway, Red Cedar Speedway and Superior. Mahder was the 2009 World Dirt Racing League (WDRL) Rookie of the year and will be spending time
closer to home this year.
How did you get your start in dirt track racing?
Actually, my dad (Duane) had two cars when he was racing in 2003. At the end of the year I asked if I could drive one of his cars. I raced out of the same shop
with my dad for about four years.
Did you have any other experience prior to racing your dad’s car?
I never had any racing experience before that. I just jumped right into the Late Model. In my rookie year, I ran about mid-pack.
Are you still running the same car?
We ran that car for two years and it was a real good car to start off in. I had my dad get me pointed in the right direction when things weren’t going well. I
started racing my own car in 2006 and won eleven races that year.
You spent last season travelling, how did that go for you?
I spent last year running with the World Dirt Racing League. I picked up rookie of the year there and this year we are going to concentrate on the WISSOTA
and NASCAR races.
Do you think the steel motor package with NASCAR and WISSOTA is competitive with the former WDRL series or the Corn Belt Clash?
I think it’s competitive, but in order for us to be competitive, we have to run alcohol. When you get into those longer 40-50 lap races, our alcohol engines burn
off a lot of fuel and lose a lot of rear weight percentage. Without running the alcohol, we wouldn’t have the power to run with those guys.
What are your plans for the rest of the 2010 season?
Well, my daytime job doesn’t really allow me to travel to races in other states. We’re going to run shows that are within 3-4 hours of home. We’ll run our local
races here at Cedar Lake and Red Cedar on Friday nights. Whatever bigger race there is within 4 hours of home, we’ll try to get that in. My dad is semi-retired
from racing, so he’s been driving the truck and that works out well for me.
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continued from page 7
distinguished himself on the day by rolling over his red,
white and blue 1971 Plymouth Roadrunner…Joe Shear
finally stopped Trickle’s streak as he won the “Blue” Race
besting Trickle and the other 41 drivers entered during the
day. Top finishers in the 100 lap feature were Shear, Trickle,
Larry Detjens, Tom Reffner, Jim Sauter, Jim Back, Marlin
Walbeck, Rich Davis, Larry Behrens and John Scott. With
his 2nd place finish Trickle became the first ever RWB
champion with 2,440 points. Shear was 2nd in the standings
with 2,110. Interesting that the point totals represented the
dollars won at the events. Whatever your winnings were
those were your points for the event. That system to
determine a champion was used for many years and was
kind of neat as we all then knew how much money the racer
was earning…With rain everywhere the show still went on!
La Crosse Fairgrounds Speedway although with much
program juggling got their entire show in this past Saturday
which included two 20 lap Features for the NASCAR Late
Models. Mike Koenecke picked up his first feature win in
over 10 years as he captured the 1st 20 lap main. Division
point leader Shawn Pfaff won the nightcap, but even with
the victory his 3rd this season, he is just 16 points ahead of
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Nate Haseleu takes the lead and eventual win in the ASA Midwest Tour race at Raceway Park, Shakopee, MN
defending track champion J. Herbst…What appeared was
going to be a dominating win for Steve Carlson ended up
being a disappointing loss as Nathan Haseleu passed
Carlson with just a handful of laps left to win the 125 lap
feature in the ASA Midwest Tour program at Raceway Park
of Shakopee, MN., here Sunday. Carlson who led the entire
race up to that point hung on for 2nd with Thor Anderson in
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his best Series finish to date coming in 3rd…In the quote of
the column department when asked by an ASA Tour
official when he was going to quit Steve Carlson replied,
“I’ll quit when I go slow. Right now I’m still fast!”…
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HASELEU TAKES HOME FIRST
VICTORY OF 2010
By: Kari Shear-Carlson
For the first time in 2010, someone with the name other than
Kenseth beat Steve Carlson in the American Speed
Association® Kwik Trip Midwest Tour presented by
ECHO Outdoor Power Equipment and grandstay.net.
Twenty-six drivers took the green flag for the “Kwik Trip
Stores 125” at Raceway Park in Shakopee, MN tonight.
Mark Kraus and Steve Carlson led the field to the green
flag.
Carlson took the top spot on lap one and as Kraus was
trying to work his way back into the top spot, he and the
#71 of Blake Brown made heavy contact in turn three
ending both of their nights. With one lap completed the
field restarted on lap two with Carlson on the point
followed by the rookie, Thor Anderson.
As the field began to settle in for the 125 lap feature,
ASAMT Swiss Colony Touring Star, Andrew Morrisey
slowed and pull off the track on lap seven. Three laps later
Joel Theisen spun on the backstretch bringing out yet
another caution. While it seemed like the cars were never
going to get a long green flag run, Swiss Colony Touring
Star, Chris Wimmer had already made his way from his
eighth starting position all the way up to fourth behind
Carlson, Anderson and the #87 of Nathan Haseleu.
Meanwhile rookie, Ross Kenseth and 2008 ASAMT
Champion, Dan Fredrickson were making a hard charge to
the front. By lap 37, Carlson had a full straight-away lead.
Travis Sauter, who is the current track record holder at
Raceway Park, spun in turns three and four on lap 38.
Carlson jumped back into the lead as the field went to green
once again as Haseleu started to put pressure on Thor
Anderson, but could not get the job done.
Fredrickson, Kenseth, and Sauter continued to move

through the field. On lap 51
Fredrickson pulled in due to
mechanical problems returning
10 laps later. Meanwhile, back
on the track, Sauter and the #75
of Joel Theisen made contact
on lap 55 causing Theisen to
spin. Both drivers were sent to
restart in the rear of the field.
At the restart, local driver,
Ryan Johnson was all over the
back of Chris Wimmer for the
fourth spot. Wimmer who was
making a hard charge to the
front and in the hunt for
another top five finish,
dropped out on lap 90 due to
mechanical problems. Fast
qualifier, Michael Bilderback,
last year’s winner, Donny
Reuvers and rookie Kenseth
continued to battle until the 25
of Kenseth got into the back of
the #2 spinning Bilderback.
Both drivers were sent to the
rear of the field.
With the entire right side of his
car showing the battle scars,
Kenseth was not done yet. He
charged right back up into the
fourth spot, finishing behind
Thor Anderson, who had a
stellar run with his first podium
finish of the 2010 season.
Reuvers continued to use his
experience using the outside
line and moved up to the
eighth spot.
Nathan Haseleu quietly sat in
the top three lap after lap and
was finally able to take over
second position on lap 99,
showing that he had the high
line figured out. Carlson who
had led from the drop of the
green saw the 87 car getting
bigger and bigger in his
rearview mirror. On lap 118,
Haseleu moved to the outside
of Carlson and made his move
to the top spot. A caution with
four to go set the field up for
an off your seat and on your
feet finish with two ASAMT
champions fighting for the win.

Doug Hornickel photo
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Martin DeFries photo

Haseleu was able to hold off
Carlson for the last four laps to take home a much needed
victory. “I don’t know why, but I had a lot of grip on the
outside. I knew that Steve would run me clean and he
knows I would run him clean too. It was a lot of fun,” said a
very happy Haseleu.
Carlson who has had the victory taken from him in the final
laps of the last two events, did all he could to try to hold
off the #87. “He had the outside line on me and he got the
win,” added Carlson. A young Thor Anderson did
everything he needed to do to finish in third spot. “I just
tried as hard as I could and did everything I needed to do

Martin DeFries photo
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to stay up there. This is a great finish.”
ASA Midwest Tour Sportsman action saw Brent Kane set
fast time and heat races go to Scott King and Jay Kalbus.
Kalbus would later work his way to the front and win the
main event.
Other winners for the show included Steve Cheever and
Danny Johnson in the Figure-8's and Brian Adams in the
Mini Stocks
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Regional Racing News
Chad Simpson stars at
AMSOIL Dirt Nationals
By Jim Burns
Mt. Vernon, IA’s Chad Simpson has been on quite the ride
in 2010 and if his performance in the opening weekend of
the AMSOIL Dirt Nationals at Elko Speedway is any
indication, he’s not slowing down anytime soon. Simpson
made a bold, final lap, final turn pass of Farley, IA’s Jason
Rauen to win the Friday night Corn Belt Clash headliner,
then came back Saturday night to slide by Columbus
Junction, IA’s Jason Utter on lap 29, enroute to the victory
in the “USAF 30”, pocketing the $3,000 winners check for
his seventh victory in eight series starts.
After three action packed heat races the Corn Belt Clash
Late Models took to the clay for their feature (which was
shortened to 20 laps due to time constraints) and Jason
Rauen powered to the early lead over Adam Hensel and
Alan Mondus, with Brian Harris ducking under Mondus for
third on the second circuit and series point leader Chad
Simpson climbing into the top five by the fifth lap. With
Rauen continuing to set the pace, the first of three cautions
flew on lap 10 as Dave Eckrich slowed with a flat, with the
second caution coming on the restart as Kelly Anderson
stalled on the main as the green flew sending cars
scattering across the track.
As the green flew, only two laps would be completed
before two cars tangled in front of the leaders to stall the
action one final time. On the final restart, as Rauen brought
the field to the green, Chad Simpson flew around the
outside from fifth into a battle with Hensel for runner-up
honors, while Kevin Sather and Chris Simpson joined in the
hunt. Over the final three laps, the crowd roared its
approval as Chad Simpson closed feverishly and pulled
alongside of Rauen as the white flag flew. As the tandem
exiting turn four, with the crowd on it’s feet Simpson edged
Rauen at the line for the win, with Hensel third, Sather
fourth and Chris Simpson fifth.
For the UMSS Sprint Cars, the action was hard fought as a
total of 9 cautions reigned throughout the 15 lap main
including an opening lap incident between Johnny Parsons
III and Jerry Richert, Jr. that sent Richert, Jr to the pits as
his header pipe was pinched shut in the incident. After all
of the incidents that included a spectacular flip on the front
straight by Tony Kaus, St. Peter’s Bill Johnson brought his
Mankato Harley Davidson sprinter home with the win, with
Glencoe’s Chris Graf second and series point leader Brad
Barickman third.
Topping off the opening nights action were the AMSOIL
Championship Modifieds and after four heats and a “B”
feature pared the 38 entrants down to the 24 starters, the
action didn’t disappoint as Waseca’s Gerald Boumeester
led the field to the green, with Dan Wheeler, Bud Martini
working around pole sitter Bob Smith to begin their chase
of the leader. By lap three, Wheeler and Martini had chased
down Boumeester and set sail on their own personal “one
on one” battle that culminated with Wheeler capturing the
checkers, with Martini, Dustin Scott, Smith and Nate
Chodur in the top five ending a wild night of action.
After giving competitors, officials and fans all a chance to
recharge, all parties returned to Elko Speedway on Saturday
July 10, 2010 for night two of the AMSOIL Dirt Nationals
and after a full night of racing, the track and competitors all
responded.
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race. I’ll try and make it three wins tomorrow night.”
The Corn Belt Clash Late Models kicked off the action with
the USAF 30 and Marshall Fegers led the field to the green,
with Jason Utter, Kevin Sather, Dave Eckrich and Justin
Kay in tow before an early caution flew on lap three as Eric
Pember lost the handle on his ride exiting turn four.
Following a quick reline, the green flew resuming the action
and it was Utter getting a great run out of turn two to
overtake Fegers for the point, leading the way until the
second of three cautions flew on lap 12 as Justin Fegers
lost power in turn three, while Kay headed to the infield
with problems of his own. On the second restart, series
point leader Chad Simpson made a wild slide in turn two
bypassing both Eckrich and Sather to move to third, before
the caution flew a final time on lap 26 as Adam Hensel
stalled in turn two, setting up a four lap dash for the $3,000
top prize. On the final green, Utter took the point, with
Simpson sliding around Marshall Fegers for second before
tracking down Utter on lap 29, sliding around the leader in
turn one enroute to the weekend sweep, with Utter second,
Fegers third, Eckrich fourth and Sather fifth.
In the UMSS Sprint Cars, what a difference a night can
make! Friday night, early contact and a pinched header pipe
sidelined Forest Lake’s Jerry Richert, Jr, but Saturday night
he was all business as he grabbed the point on the drop of
the green and held off an early challenge from Alan
Gilbertson before a lap four rollover by Luke Nagel brought
out the red flag. On the restart, Gilbertson was able to take
the lead, but Richert wouldn’t go away and Chris Graf
showed that he wanted a piece of the action as he moved
by Johnny Parsons III on lap seven to join in the hunt.
The turning point in the 20 lapper came on lap 14 as
Gilbertson, feeling pressure from Richert on the inside
looked to work through lapped traffic and as Richert saw an
opening and went for it entering turn one, Gilbertson
touched wheels with Shannon Erickson sending both cars
over. On the final restart, Richert and Graf swapped the
point before Richert asserted himself to earn the win, with
Graf second, Parsons III third, Brandon Allen fourth and
Andy Jones fifth.
Topping off the action were the AMSOIL Championship
Modifieds and in similar fashion to Richert’s woes in the
UMSS Sprints, Hector’s “Flyin Ryan” Schleusner had his
problems on Friday night, but outpaced Ryan Johnson for
the early lead and through 20 laps and three caution
periods fought tooth and nail with Friday’s winner Dan
Wheeler for the lead. When the checkers rolled, it was
Schleusner edging Wheeler for the victory, with Jared
Boumeester third, Alan Gessell, Jr. fourth and Alan

Brad Barickman Blasts to Elko Dirt
Nationals Win, First Driver to Score Two
in UMSS
By: Greg Parent
On a hot summer night, a field of 23 UMSS-IMCA sprint
cars saw Brad Barickman become the first repeat winner in
Upper Midwest Sprintcar Series action in the seventh event
of the season. Starting on the outside front row, Barickman
led the entire 20 lap distance during the series third
appearance at the Elko AMSOIL Dirt Nationals, but he only
defeated Cody Hahn by about a car length at the checkers.
Following his second victory of the season, a smiling
Barickman commented. “I had just caught up to lapped
traffic, and I could hear Cody behind me. I was glad to see
the checkered flag. My crew gave me a great car tonight,
but Cody might have been a little better than me late in the
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The 2009 UMSS Rookie of the Year, Cody Hahn, equaled
his best career feature race finish with a fine second place
run. Hahn started on the pole in the Metro Air sponsored
main event and fell in behind Barickman in the early laps. A
caution with four laps in for Jennifer Eriksen and Jessie
Smith sitting sideways in turn four bunched the field back
up. Three laps later the race was under the red flag when
Jennifer Eriksen hopped the right rear wheel of Dwain
Wilmes’ car and executed a very hard flip in turn two.
Jennifer was okay, but her sprinter sustained heavy
damage. When the green replaced the red, the next thirteen
laps would go nonstop.
With Barickman holding a comfortable lead up front, Mark
Toews cracked the top five from his eighth starting spot on
the restart. At the halfway mark, it was Barickman, Hahn,
Alan Gilbertson, Jerry Richert Jr, and Toews. Last Friday
night’s feature winner Bill Johnson was the car on the
move though. Johnson moved to sixth place a few laps
past the mid point of the race from his fifteenth starting
spot. As the laps clicked off under green, Hahn slowly
began reeling in Barickman. With three laps to go, the
battle for third really heated up. Richert moved by
Gilbertson for third on lap seventeen only to see Gilbertson
get back around him with two to go. Barickman was
approaching lapped traffic at the same time with Hahn now
right behind him and Gilbertson closing quickly.
As the white flag flew, the crowd’s attention was focused
up front with things starting to get interesting. Brad
Barickman was able to hold off Cody Hahn by about a car
length for the victory. Alan Gilbertson finished just a
couple of car lengths behind the lead duo in third. Jerry
Richert Jr. and Mark Toews completed the top five.
Rounding out the top ten finishers was Bill Johnson, Tony
Kaus, Joseph Kouba, Brandon Allen, and Shannon Eriksen.
Kaus had returned with a borrowed car from Neil Stevens
after demolishing his primary ride last Friday. Mark Toews
was making his first full show with the UMSS this season,
although he had been at the rained out Kouba Memorial
back in June. Fourteen of the twenty two starters
completed the 20 lap distance.
In Ultimate Sprint Heat race action, The Dirt Show first heat
saw female driver Jennifer Eriksen defeat Toews for the win
after leader Chris Graf blew a motor reportedly from
purchasing bad fuel at the track. Graf was the only car not
able to start the feature race. The Bryant Heating and
Cooling Systems second heat would be a solid run all the
way for the win by Gilbertson who had been upside down
in last Saturday’s show at Elko. The Mastell Brothers
Trailer Service third heat had Barickman and Richert
moving forward to finish first and second. Like the
previous Friday, the usual and entertaining UMSS format
was not in effect. All cars transferred to the feature race
from the heats with the top eight cars in passing and
finishing points eligible for the redraw.
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Koeneke, Pfaff Win Twin 20’s at
LaCrosse Speedway
By: Ashley Iwanski
Storm clouds were on the horizon at the La Crosse
Fairgrounds Speedway Saturday, but steered clear of West
Salem long enough to finish one of the most exciting nights
of racing this season. Two 20-lap Kwik Trip NASCAR Late
Model features had the drivers racing all-or-nothing for the
checkered flags.
Mike Koeneke won the first Late Model 20-lap feature.
Koeneke started third and quickly moved into second after
Matthew Henderson took the race lead from Troy Rave.
Once Henderson and Koeneke cleared Rave the two
opened a gap between themselves and the rest of the field.
At the halfway point, lap 10, Koeneke looked to the outside
of Henderson for first. Henderson might have been able to
hold him off, but was held up by lap traffic and Koeneke
took the lead. Henderson tried to get back around Koeneke,
but failed. Henderson finished second followed by Rave,
Mike Carlson and Brad Powell.
“It feels good to finally win one,” said Koeneke in a post
race interview. “I’m so pumped up I can’t think straight.”

Bruce Nuttleman photo

Shawn Pfaff walked away with a win after three cautions in
the second 20-lap Late Model feature. The first caution
came on lap 2 when Brad Powell got loose in turn four.
Powell’s car went straight into the field collecting five other
drivers. Two laps later Pfaff moved into the lead.
Again, the halfway point seemed to be a pivotal moment in
the race, but not for the leader. Pfaff was holding steady
with Tim Schendel on his bumper followed by a fastcharging J. Herbst. A second and third caution came out
when lap cars spun, thus triggering a single-file restart.
When the green flag waved Schendel and Herbst made
contact and Schendel fell back. Herbst finished second,
Kirchner third, Schendel fourth and Korish fifth.
Jason Dummer held off hard-charging Nick Clements for the
North Country Contractors Sportsmen feature win. On the
first lap Joe Rinartz went into the wall with no caution flag.
On the next lap Dummer and Clements were running three
and four when the second place car slowed. The three of
them went three wide into turn three. Dummer and Clements
then took over second and third. The duo passed the race
leader then held fast to first and second with Dummer in the
lead. Clements tried multiple times to get around Dummer,
but finished the race on his bumper. Greg Scheck finished
third, Rick Schermerhorn fourth and Aaron Hass fifth.
Rain couldn’t stop Matt Inglett from taking the win in the
United Auto Supply Thunderstox feature. Inglett was
battling car after car to get and keep the lead during the

Reynolds Jr. Rides Momentum to Third
Consecutive Win at Rockford
By Jordan Kuehne
No matter the length of the race or who is challenging him
up front, Jon Reynolds Jr. is simply on fire in the month of
July. Winning his third consecutive race in convincing
fashion after passing Mike Lloyd with ten laps remaining,
‘Driver X’ once again stated in resounding fashion that
he’s a contender for the championship in the Stanley
Steemer NASCAR Late Models at the Rockford Speedway.
Slicing into Tim Sargent’s points lead, Reynolds Jr’s third
win in a row also marked the third win of a different
duration, this time getting the job done in 30 laps. Scott
Hoeft took home the Budweiser American Short Trackers’
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race. Then the rain started to come down with three laps to
go, but the race stayed green. Cars started to spin all over
the track including one stuck in turn four. Inglett and

second place finisher Jesse Vian went high and low around
the car to get to the finish line. Inglett narrowly edged out
Vian for the win.

main event while Matt
Lundberg fended off a pair of
veterans for a victory in the
Bargain Hunter Sportsman.
Ed Ensor and Jacob Van
Wazer also tallied feature
wins on the evening.
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Kaphing Kruise
by Terry Lehnertz
Week number ten of the 2010 NASCAR Whelen AllAmerican Series racing series at Kopellah Speedway was
contested on a typically hot and muggy mid-summer
evening just outside of Centuria, Wisconsin. In what is
fast becoming the norm at the Speedway, the heat races
were completed quickly and crisply with very few caution
periods to slow the action. Before the main events were
staged, Jason Christianson, Ben Kaphing,
Dusty Brown, Krysta Swearingen, Josh
Amans, Josh Bazey and Mike Mueller
scored wins in the qualifying heat races.
Hornet heat race winners Jason
Christianson and Ben Kaphing redrew the
front row their feature and led the fifteen car
field to the green flag. Kaphing, fresh off
his first career feature win last week, quickly
jumped out to the point with sixth starting
Kris Kaphing immediately slicing his way up
to the second spot. Behind the Kaphings,
division points leader Kevin Bradwell, Steve
Sutton and Chris Rick were trying to settle
the number three position. As Ben Kaphing
stretched his lead, Kris Kaphing settled into
a solid second place, and the pair drew ahead of the rest of
the pack by a full straightaway. Bradwell emerged from the
battle for third, but wasn’t able to run down the leaders
once he cleared his competition. At the checkers, Ben
Kaphing cruised to his second consecutive main event win
in front of his cousin Kris, with Bradwell, Rick, and division
points runner-up Doug Fick rounding out the five.
In Pure Stock competition, Steve Baker led the first half of
the feature from his pole starting position, but nothing was
going to stop Rice Lake, Wisconsin pilot Dusty Brown on
this night. Brown came into the night with a track best five
main event wins in only eight nights of racing. Brown
vaulted his #28 Thunderbird from eighth place to fourth on
the opening circuit, then shot his way from fourth to
second on lap three. After hounding Baker for a handful of
laps, Brown made his move and dived low for the lead at
the race’s midpoint. A lap later, last week’s winner, Tyler
English slipped by Baker as well, with Kevin Bradwell in
tow. Once in front, Brown was dominant while walking
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away in collecting his sixth trophy of the summer at the
track. English finished out his run in second, ahead of
Bradwell, Swearingen, and Baker.

victory was lost. Fankhauser led every lap for his second
feature win of the season ahead of Amans, Marcus
Simonson, Behn Mensen and Chad Ogilvie.

The Street Stock main event started with Grantsburg,
Wisconsin chauffeur Myles McEvers and Sam Fankhauser
on the front row. At the drop of the green, Fankhauser
jumped to the point with McEvers tucking in behind.
While fifth starting Josh Amans worked his way through
the field, Fankhauser was busy amassing a huge advantage

In the night’s finale’ – the premier division NASCAR
Whelen All-American Series Midwest Modifieds – the
fifteen car field was paced by Isanti, Minnesota’s Tim
Swanson and Luck, Wisconsin hot shoe Doug Merrill.
Merrill, a fixture at the track for several years, has been
enjoying a recent string success with a pair of heat race
wins and consecutive top five feature finishes. And
while Merrill has been hot, division points leader
Jason Miller has been scorching. The Osceola,
Wisconsin racer has a commanding lead in the
championship points battle and came into the night
with a division best four feature wins. Under green,
Merrill took off from his outside position on the front
row and held the point while Miller slipped
underneath Swanson, moving from his third starting
spot up to second. In a virtual replay of their heat
race battle from a few weeks ago, Miller hounded
Merrill for the lead on the low side through the turns.
But unlike Merrill’s heat race win, Miller was able to
sneak under Merrill this time to make the pass for the
lead. Once out front, Miller left little doubt as he
extended his points lead while nabbing his fifth
trophy of the summer in just nine nights of
competition. Merrill ran a strong second place in the
twenty-lapper, equaling his career best finish in the
division. Swanson crossed the line in third place ahead of
Mike Mueller and Mike “The Rev” Haseltine.

Vance Birno photo
out front. By lap four, when Amans cleared all racers
except Fankhauser, he was staring at a 100 yard deficit to
the leader. Last week’s feature winner immediately saddled
up, cracked the whip and began chasing down Fankhauser.
Patiently, methodically, and steadily Amans closed the gap.
With two laps remaining,
Amans was up to
Fankhauser’s bumper and
applying pressure in the
low groove. Coming to the
white flag, however, Amans
pressed just a whisker too
hard and the rear of his #00
broke loose, leaving him
completely sideways in
turn four. Amans quickly
recovered and resumed his
chase, but with just a
quarter mile remaining, the
battle for this night’s
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Al Gilbertson took this wild ride during the Dirt
Nationals at Elko Speedway
Stan Meissner photos

A little too close in the "X"
Martin DeFries photo

Thrills
and
Spills

Kim Krause and Tim Brockhouse at Raceway Park
Martin DeFries photos
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The Racing Geek continued from page 5
Homestead was named the track that would closeout each of
NASCAR’s three touring series. Since then, the track has done an
outstanding job in hosting the Sprint Cup, Nationwide and Truck
Series’ season finales. But with the decision to host the last race
of the year at Las Vegas, the same city that the awards banquet is
held in each December, it means Homestead was going to have to
be relocated. Not wanting to travel to Miami in the summertime,
and wanting the track to maintain a Chase race, having them host
the penultimate race of the season seems like a fair compromise.
Though I’m sure they won’t see it that way.
As noted above, Las Vegas is where the season will come to a
close for all three touring series (Cup, Nationwide, and Trucks).
With Vegas – both the city and the track – knowing how to
promote and turn otherwise mundane events into glitzy, can’tmiss spectacles, why would you want another track hosting an

event where the championship will be decided? To me, this is
about as big of a no-brainer as starting the season at Daytona and
having the Chase begin at Indianapolis.
While my schedule is by no means perfect, it is a dramatic
improvement over what it was in a number of ways. 1. Instead of
22 tracks hosting 36 races, we now have 26 different tracks on the
schedule.
2. Diversity is a good thing, and that is what this schedule is;
diverse. We’ve added two more short tracks, and one more road
course. Not mention there’s now a road course race in the Chase,
something fans and drivers have repeatedly asked NASCAR to
do.
3. Ending the season in Las Vegas, allows for the yearend banquet
to happen the following night or two, instead of dragging the

season out to December. Giving the drivers and teams a longer
off-season in the process.
4. The start of the Chase for the Sprint Cup becomes an even
bigger deal with the first Chase race coming at the Brickyard.
5. Something near and dear to my heart, the Southern 500 is
moved back to Labor Day weekend as it should be.
In a perfect world this would happen, and NASCAR would
implement these changes tomorrow. But this isn’t a perfect world
that we live, and while some of these changes may in fact occur,
the odds that Iowa, Irwindale and Montreal are added to the
schedule are about as slim as me finding a fulltime writing gig.
Which means it isn’t going to happen.

More Thrills
and Spills
Jerry Richert Jr.'s nastY flip during the Masters
Rick Blewett photo

LaCrosse Late Models get into the wall
Mary Schill photo

Fire sale at Blain's
Doug Hornickel photo
Street Stock rollover at Ogilvie
Jacy Norgaard photo

Agricultural racing
Doug Hornickel photo
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The Midwest Racing Connection Directory Page

IMPACT
PRINTING
Phone: (651) 489-0803
Fax: (651) 489-8077
Toll Free: 1-800-489-0803

www.impactprintingink.com

651-486-4888
1-800-280-4327
Arden Hills, MN

Power to
Deliver

American Axle & Manufacturing

Mention Ad
for Special
Discounts
Prices effective
through 09/30/2010

1310 - 3" Aluminum Shaft w/joints. No Slip Yoke $249.00
1310 - 3" Steel Shaft w/joints. No Slip Yoke $159.00
1310 - 2" Steel Shaft w/joints. No Slip Yoke $139.00

"TIRES DESIGNED FOR CHAMPIONS"
Kart and Quarter Midget tire distributor

Bob Snyder
651-455-8589

Downtown Shakopee
952-445-9668
Faribault, MN
(507) 334-2664

952-461-3300

20152 Kenrick Ave. West
Lakeville, MN 55044
Phone (952) 469 - 3182 * Fax (952) 469 - 7724

B&B Racing Engines
Appleton, WI

920-739-1550

www.gotomn.com

www.aRaceWorthWinning.org
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Get your copy of MRC delivered to your home.
Yearly subscriptons just $20.
Mail this form with check or money order to;
The Midwest Racing Connection
P.O
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St. Paul, MN 55122
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